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1. PathwayExplorer overview

Change gene ID library



2. Select and open a single pathway

1.Choose a pathway and click on 
the link to load it
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Create a PDF document 
of the current pathway

Download a PNG or SVG image of 
the current pathway by clicking on 
the right mouse button (save link 
target as)

Show description 
of the pathway

Gene element

Switch to scalable 
vector graphics view 
if plugin is installed



3. Upload a dataset

Dataset Format:

1. All fields must be tab delimited

2. 1st column must contain the UNIQID as ‘RefSeq‘ and/or  ‘GenBank‘, ‘UniGene‘, 
‘GeneOntology‘.

3. 2nd column must contain the gene name

4. The other columns may contain the expression data



Upload a dataset 
to web server

Open dataset Download dataset 
from web server Remove dataset 

from web server

3. Upload a dataset

1. Choose a new dataset to upload

2. Choose a organism

3. Press the upload button
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4. Open a dataset

1. Choose a new dataset to load and click on the icon

2. Select gene identifier library (Human, Mouse, Rat)

3. Now the dataset can be filtered
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Open the 
dataset

Filter the dataset3

Create 
ranking list

Filter the 
dataset

Close the 
dataset



5. Filter the dataset

Number of experiments / 
timepoints which should be 
present for a gene

Standard deviation of experiments 
/ timepoints for a gene

Number of experiments / 
timepoints to pass the selected 
thesholds

1. Check the requested options

2. Test the checked options adjust options

3. Apply selected options to the dataset (the ranking list will be 
automatically created)
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6. Ranking list of all available pathways

p-values of Fisher‘s 
Exact Test

Filtered genes which 
would have mapped 
to the pathway

Passed genes 
which  are mapping 
to the pathway

All gene ids found 
in the pathway

No. of available unique 
gene ids in the 
pathways

No. of mapped unique 
gene ids in the 
pathways

All gene ids found 
in the dataset



6. Ranking list of all available pathways
Display the pathway 
ranking list

Download tab 
delimited ranking list

Remove ranking 
list
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1.Click onto the icon to sort the 
column

2.Click to load the pathway
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7. Mapped pathway
Create a PDF document of 
the current mapped pathway

Show experiments

Save a tab delimited list of 
current mapped genes

Switch to SVG view if an 
appropriate plugin is 
available

Mapped gene with all available 
experiments / time points

No. of available 
unique gene ids in the 
pathway



8. Change display options

Possible color schemes

Possilbe display options

1. Check the requested color scheme

2. Check and adjust requested display options

3. Apply selected options to the pathway
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8. Change display options (pathway with applied options)



9. Show experiments / time points of the mapped dataset

1. Enable/disable the mapped 
experiments / time points 
on the pathway

2. Click on the icon again to 
hide the experiment list
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Hide experiments
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10. Show pathway description

Hide the pathway 
description again

Mapped gene with all available 
experiments / time points. Click 
on the mapped gene to get 
more information.



11. Show gene information

Link to OMIM to get more 
gene information

Link to ENTREZ

NCBI nucletide link

NCBI protein link
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1.Click to get 
OMIM 
information



12. Display OMIM gene information



13. Create a PDF document with all available pathway information

To create the PDF document click here. 
This could take some time and when it 
has finished  the Acrobat Reader 
should popup automatically.



13. Create a PDF document with all available pathway information

Pathway image

Expression 
profile

Pathway and 
gene information

The PDF document will contain 
the pathway image of the current 
pathway , the expression profiles 
of all mapped genes (not mapped 
genes are excluded) and the 
OMIM information of all mapped 
genes if information is available.



15. Search options

Search results will be 
displayed in the tree

1. Choose a search option

2. Enter a search string and check the case sensitive box if requested

3. Click on the search button the result will be added to the tree on 
the left side

4. To select a found gene or pathway click on the appropriate tree 
icon
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Found gene displayed in 
turquoise. If you want to 
unselect the gene reload the 
pathway by clicking on the 
pathway tree icon. 

14. Search option (results)


